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DISCLAIMER 

This report has been prepared by Stephen Buss Environmental Consulting Ltd (SBEC) in its 

professional capacity as hydrogeologist, in a manner consistent with the level of care and skill 

ordinarily exercised by members of the geological and engineering professions practising at this 

time, within the agreed scope and terms of contract, and taking account of the manpower and 

resources devoted to it by agreement with its client.  

The advice and opinions in this report should be read and relied on only in the context of the 

report as a whole. As with any environmental appraisal or investigation, the conclusions and 

observations are based on limited data. The risk of undiscovered environmental impairment of 

the property cannot be ruled out. SBEC cannot therefore warrant the actual conditions at the 

site and advice given is limited to those conditions for which information is held by SBEC at the 

time. The findings are based on the information made available to SBEC at the date of the report 

(and will have been assumed to be correct) and on current UK standards, codes, technology and 

practices as at that time.  

This report is provided to the client addressed above. Should the client wish to release this report 

to any other third party for that party’s reliance, SBEC accepts no responsibility to any third 

party to whom this report or any part thereof is made known. SBEC accepts no responsibility 

for any loss or damage incurred as a result, and the third party does not acquire any rights 

whatsoever, contractual or otherwise, against SBEC except as expressly agreed with SBEC in 

writing. 

The findings do not purport to include any manner of legal advice or opinion. New information 

or changes in conditions and regulatory requirements may occur in future, which will change the 

conclusions presented here. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

Stephen Buss Environmental Consulting Ltd has been commissioned by YGC Gwynedd, under 

the Fairbourne Forward Programme, to model future risk of groundwater flooding in the village, 

to 2075. This report presents the factual information, interpretation of groundwater and surface 

water monitoring data, and predictive modelling of future risk of groundwater flooding. 

The village of Fairbourne is on low-lying land at the mouth of the Mawddach estuary 

(Gwynedd). Fairbourne lies at an elevation below the highest astronomical tide but it is protected 

by a series of natural and artificial flood defences. Afon Henddol flows through the village and is 

let through the flood defences to the north, at a tidal gate. The gate closes when the tide level is 

higher than the stream level, so that salt water is not allowed into the drainage system.  

Groundwater level beneath Fairbourne is often within a metre of the ground surface. Extensive 

land drainage has been constructed to manage this, to make the land available for housing 

development and agriculture. There is connectivity between groundwater beneath the village and 

the sea. Therefore, with rising sea levels rising groundwater might be expected.  

Groundwater flooding occurs when the water table rises above ground level. Sometimes 

groundwater flooding can be experienced not as a persistent level or flow of water across the 

landscape, but as widespread saturation of the ground that makes it impossible for rainfall to 

infiltrate. Therefore, flooding is experienced as enhanced surface water flooding which does not 

abate as quickly as usual. 

To better understand the interaction of groundwater, surface water (the Afon Henddol) and tidal 

levels, installed automatic water level monitoring apparatus have been installed at fifteen 

locations around the village: ten shallow boreholes have been drilled into the clayey tidal flat 

deposits, to depths between 2 m and 3 m and levels are monitored with pressure transducers 

(Solinst Leveloggers, with 2 m range) at hourly intervals; five stilling wells have been installed in 

the Afon Henddol, also monitored with Leveloggers; and one rain gauge has been installed in the 

centre of the village, recording at 15 minute intervals. Most equipment was installed between 

April and June 2015. One further stilling well was installed in March 2017. 

Analysis of the data from the monitoring equipment has been used to identify the following 

principal influences on water levels: 

• Groundwater level response to winter infiltration: some rainfall that falls onto grassed 

areas evaporates, some flows across the ground surface into drains and streams, and 

some infiltrates the soil. Plants may use some of the water from the soil but much of the 

water continues downwards to reach, and top up, the groundwater body beneath 

Fairbourne. In December 2015 to March 2016 the water table was near ground surface at 

many boreholes, and there will have been exacerbated surface water flooding at times.   

• Groundwater level response to tides: groundwater levels in some of the boreholes close 

to the coast (FB4, FB5 & FB7) show twice-daily fluctuations. These are driven by tidal 

levels on the seaward side of the shingle bank. 

• Stream level response to rainfall and tides: Two signals can be seen in the stream level 

time series data. Runoff of rainfall from the Afon Henddol catchment leads to discrete 

rises in stream flow, and therefore level. Superimposed on the rainfall-related peaks is a 

pattern of twice daily fluctuation caused by the stream backing up as the tidal gate closes.  
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Groundwater levels, stream levels and rainfall at Fairbourne have been monitored for almost 

three years. Groundwater levels are most influenced by changes in the amount of rainfall 

infiltration (leading to a groundwater level range of around 1.0 m).  The effect of tides 

propagates through the subsurface up to 50 to 100 m from the shingle bank (with a range in 

groundwater level of up to 0.05 m). Groundwater levels adjacent to the Afon Henddol can 

fluctuate by 0.1 m, but this impact is only seen very close to the stream. 

Winter 2015-16 was extremely wet: notwithstanding future climate change we might expect this 

much rain, on average, once every 100 years. The monitoring data therefore shows the effect of 

extreme rainfall, which is expected more frequently in the future. Effects of spring tides, and 

tidal surges, are also seen in the groundwater data. This allows us to predict the effect that long-

term sea level rise might have on groundwater levels.  

Using insights gained from these data sets, models have been developed and calibrated with the 

recent data to simulate current hydrogeological conditions. Input data (rainfall and mean sea 

level) are perturbed in accordance with UKCP09 predictions of climate change impacts to make 

predictions of the impacts of climate change on groundwater below Fairbourne. Key findings of 

the models are as follows. 

• Impacts of climate change on Fairbourne’s groundwater are primarily controlled by 

changing sea level.  

• Except for in the unlikely high++ scenario, the anticipated change in mean 

groundwater level due to sea level rise is not expected to lead to permanent saturation 

at any new locations. 

• Except for in the unlikely high++ scenario, the tidal gate is expected to be able to 

discharge flows from the Afon Henddol catchment much as it does at present. 

• Except for in the unlikely high++ scenario, the risk of surface water flooding is not 

expected to be significantly higher than it is at present. 

Therefore, given the low probability of adverse impacts, recommendations are, at present, to 

improve knowledge of key uncertainties, and then to maintain a watching brief on the 

groundwater levels.   
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1. Introduction  

1.1 Background 

Fairbourne is a small town in the south of Gwynedd (Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2); it lies across the 

Mawddach Estuary from Barmouth. Fairbourne lies at an elevation below the highest 

astronomical tide but it is protected by a series of natural and artificial flood defences. The West 

of Wales Shoreline Management Plan1 (SMP) proposes that Fairbourne is to be subject to a 

managed retreat when it becomes untenable for Natural Resources Wales and Gwynedd Council 

(YGC) to continue to maintain the flood defences in the face of rising sea levels. In the SMP the 

anticipated lifespan of the village was 40 years, so that the date of retreat is expected to be c. 

2054.  

Groundwater flooding arises when the water table rises above ground level. Sometimes 

groundwater flooding can be experienced not as a persistent level or flow of water across the 

landscape, but as widespread saturation of the ground that makes it impossible for rainfall to 

infiltrate, and therefore the flooding is experienced as surface water flooding is exacerbated and 

does not abate as quickly as usual. Black and Veatch (2012) indicated that groundwater flooding 

is a potential risk and identifies the low-lying area south of Beach Road as at particular risk, 

possibly in combination with surface water flooding.  

Groundwater beneath Fairbourne is shallow and often within a metre of the ground level. 

Extensive land drainage has been constructed to manage this to make the land available for 

housing development and for agriculture. It is sensible to assume that there is connectivity 

between groundwater beneath this coastal village and the sea.  

Therefore, with rising sea levels a rising water table might be expected. It is currently unclear 

whether significant groundwater level rise is to occur and, if it does occur, whether it may lead to 

flooding before the date chosen for managed retreat. YGC therefore intends to develop a 

quantified understanding of the hydrogeology of the area to assess whether groundwater 

flooding poses a significant risk of damage to properties in the village prior to the proposed date 

of managed retreat.  

1.2 Groundwater-related Background to Project 

1.2.1 Work by Rigare Ltd: Groundwater and surface water monitoring  

In 2014 a scoping report was produced by Rigare Ltd to explore what is known about the risks 

of groundwater flooding in Fairbourne, and to specify field investigations that would seek to 

clarify key uncertainties. A summary conceptual understanding of the hydrogeology was 

presented, and recommendations made for monitoring.  

Subsequently ten boreholes were constructed and four surface water level gauges installed 

(Figure 1.3). Monitoring at these locations commenced in April 2015. A rain gauge was installed 

in November 2015, and a further water level gauge at the tidal gate was installed in March 2017. 

At the time of writing this report, data was available up til the end of September 2017.  

Interim reports, that describe the monitoring undertaken, and interpretations therefrom, have 

been issued in February 2017 and September 2017.  

                                                 

 

1 http://www.westofwalessmp.org/  

http://www.westofwalessmp.org/
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1.2.1 Work by Stephen Buss Environmental Consulting Ltd: Groundwater modelling 

In 2016 Stephen Buss Environmental Consulting Ltd (SBEC) was instructed to review available 

data and determine the feasibility of modelling the potential for increased risk of groundwater 

flooding at Fairbourne. A field visit to Fairbourne was undertaken by Dr Stephen Buss and 

representatives of YGC on 9 June 2016 as part of this project. Given the complexity of the 

hydrological system, recommendations were made to undertake simple modelling of individual 

processes rather than integrated, distributed modelling. The present report follows through on 

those recommendations. 

1.3 Scope of Report 

Stephen Buss Environmental Consulting Ltd was instructed in 

February 2017 to complete this report, and in January 2018 to update 

the predictions to 2075. This report has been prepared by Dr Stephen 

Buss MA MSc CGeol. Dr Buss is a UK-based independent 

hydrogeologist with more than 18 years’ consulting experience in solving groundwater issues for 

regulators, water companies and other public sector organisations. Dr Buss’s CV and 

publications list is available at www.hydro-geology.co.uk.  

http://www.hydro-geology.co.uk/
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Figure 1.1 Location 
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Figure 1.2 Street names 
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Figure 1.3 Locations of monitoring equipment 
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2. Physical Setting 

2.1 Topography 

Fairbourne was originally developed as a Victorian seaside resort, though there are many newer 

properties. The village lies on a flat area of land which lies between 2 and 3 m above Ordnance 

Datum Newlyn (AOD). To seaward is a shingle bank which is topped by a concrete flood 

defence wall with its crest at c. 6.5 m AOD (Photograph 2.1). To the north of the village a spit of 

land continues towards Barmouth and forms the mouth of the Afon Mawddach. The Mawddach 

estuary lies to the north east and east of Fairbourne; a constructed flood defence barrier at c. 

5 m AOD separates agricultural land from the open estuary. To the south east and south the 

land rises steeply out of the valley of the Afon Mawddach. The villages of Friog and Arthog are 

built upon the slopes above the estuary. 

Figure 2.1 emphasises the elevation of the land surface around Fairbourne that lies between 

0 and 4 m AOD. The cut-off of 4 m AOD is chosen to give the best contrast on the low-lying 

ground of the village. Figure 2.1 clearly highlights how flat and low-lying the land in the area is. 

Within the village there are some patches of land that are especially low around Heol Seithendre, 

around Llewellyn Drive, and the land which bounds the agricultural land to the north west of the 

village. These might be areas that prove to be more prone to groundwater flooding; in particular, 

the area around Heol Seithendre is identified as an area at risk of surface water flooding on the 

Natural Resources Wales surface water flooding map2. 

The LIDAR elevation data was collected by the Environment Agency at 1 m spatial resolution 

and is available as open data3.  

2.2 Hydrology  

The Flood Consequence Assessment from Black and Veatch (2012) explains the detailed 

catchment hydrology to Fairbourne village well. Survey data for parts of the streams are also 

available. Figure 2.2 shows the elevation, hydrology and key catchment boundaries of streams 

contributing flow through the village. 

Afon Henddol rises in the hills to the south east of Fairbourne. Before it reaches the village, the 

stream bifurcates; the southern arm flows around the south of the village whilst a second arm 

continues northwards to near the railway station, where it is culverted to flow beneath Beach 

Road. The two arms come to confluence again opposite Waverley Road, then the stream 

meanders generally northwards to confluence with the Mawddach estuary about 600 m north of 

the village. The total catchment to this point is about 4.5 km2. It drains into the estuary via a flap 

valve, which allows the Afon Henddol to normally discharge to the estuary but which closes at 

high tides. River flooding that is coincidental with high tides may then back up to landward. 

Since Black and Veatch (2012) was written, an overflow channel for the Afon Henddol has been 

constructed. This takes excess flows from near the train station northwards, parallel to the 

railway, about 375 m and puts the water into a drain that traverses agricultural land north of the 

village. These flows return to the stream to the north of the village, and still discharge to the 

estuary via the flap valve. 

                                                 

 

2 https://www.naturalresources.wales/our-evidence-and-reports/maps/flood-risk-map/?lang=en  
3 http://lle.gov.wales/GridProducts#data=LidarCompositeDataset  

https://www.naturalresources.wales/our-evidence-and-reports/maps/flood-risk-map/?lang=en
http://lle.gov.wales/GridProducts#data=LidarCompositeDataset
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Afon Morfa is a second stream that enters the land which is enclosed by the Fairbourne flood 

defences. However, it has a separate outfall to the Mawddach estuary, about 1 km east of the 

Afon Henddol outfall. The Morfa catchment is smaller than the Henddol catchment but is 

steeper and reaches a higher maximum elevation.  

Key statistics for the Henddol catchments shown on Figure 2.2 are given in Table 2.1. The 

upland catchment has been drawn to terminate at the point where the stream crosses beneath the 

to A493. On the flood plain the watershed between the Henddol catchment and the Morfa 

catchment has been estimated (and is reality is probably not fixed, depending on management of 

the direction of drain flows here). 

Table 2.1 Key spatial statistics for Afon Henddol catchments 

 Afon Henddol Afon Henddol: upland 

Area (km2) 4.84 2.84 

Maximum elevation (m AOD) 451 451 

Mean elevation (m AOD) 159 249 

 

2.3 Weather and Climate 

Fairbourne has a maritime temperate climate. Statistics for the Met Office weather gauge at 

Llanbedr4 (12.5 km north of Fairbourne, at 9 m AOD) are shown in Figure 2.3. Minimum and 

maximum daily temperatures may be converted into potential evapotranspiration using the 

Hargreaves formula in FAO (1998). Average monthly evapotranspiration has been calculated for 

Llanbedr and is shown in Figure 2.3. 

1 km, gridded, daily rainfall data is available for the catchment from CEH-GEAR5 to the end of 

2015. Data from 1 January 1986 to 31 December 2015 has been collated to generate a thirty-year 

daily rainfall time series for the Henddol catchment.  

The distribution of mean daily and annual rainfall totals is shown on Figure 2.4. The dataset 

shows a clear expectation of orographic increase in rainfall with height. Using this, the ratio 

between average catchment rainfall, and rainfall at the grid point nearest the gauge, has been 

computed as 1.36. There is a lot of scatter when the daily rainfall totals are low (Figure 2.5) 

probably in part because of rounding in the dataset. But with a small rainfall total, the absolute 

size of the error is small.  

The project’s rainfall gauge, which is off Stanley Road (‘Raingauge’ on Figure 1.3) started 

monitoring from 3 November 2015. The gauge failed to collect data from early February 2017 to 

28 March 2017, and then again from mid May 2017 to 26 September 2017. The data is shown on 

Figure 2.6. 

There is nearly two months of overlap at the end of 2015 to compare daily data with CEH-

GEAR data. The correlation between number of tips and CEH-GEAR rainfall for this period is 

                                                 

 

4 http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/public/weather/climate/gcmh6hkcz  
5 https://catalogue.ceh.ac.uk/documents/33604ea0-c238-4488-813d-0ad9ab7c51ca  

http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/public/weather/climate/gcmh6hkcz
https://catalogue.ceh.ac.uk/documents/33604ea0-c238-4488-813d-0ad9ab7c51ca
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shown in Figure 2.7. This correlation permits the extension of the rainfall time series for the 

catchment for the period up to the latest reliable rain gauge data from February 2017. 

2.4 Sewer Pumping 

Since the village is low-lying, Dwr Cymru operates a sewage pumping station in Fairbourne to 

pump the village’s sewage to the waste water treatment works. Pumping data was provided for 

the period March 2016 to March 2017. Fairbourne’s sewers are combined: that is, they take 

runoff and sewage.  

In Figure 2.8 an estimate of the population’s sewage (based on 1174 people creating 150 litres of 

sewage per day) is taken off the total pumping rate, to give an estimate of the runoff. The runoff 

visually corresponds to periods with rainfall. The amount of runoff relative to the magnitude of 

the rainfall event does not seem to vary seasonally (as might be expected if there was significant 

groundwater leakage into the sewage system, and if the leakage rate varied according to the 

groundwater level).  

2.5 Sea Levels 

Sea level is gauged at Barmouth, on one of the legs of the railway bridge. The gauge is owned by 

the Environment Agency, and the data is collated and distributed as open data by BODC6. Mean 

water level for the data series from October 1991 to November 2017 is 0.26 m AOD. 

The level of the 3 January 2014 high tide was extreme at 3.92 m AOD and is compared against 

more typical high tides in Figure 2.9. Figure 2.9 also shows the variation in tidal range at 

Barmouth.  

2.6 Stream Levels 

Four stilling well gauges installed on the stream network have worked well since May 2015, with 

a break in June 2016 to August 2016 when the data loggers’ memories were full. A further stilling 

well was installed adjacent to the tidal gate (inside the gate) on 28 March 2017. Figure 2.10 shows 

the full data record to September 2017.  

• FB14SW is the location that is highest in the catchment, on the southern arm of Afon 

Henddol, south of Beach Road.  

• FB11SW and FB12SW are on the main stem of the stream, moving downstream, and 

show a very similar trend. A shallow borehole (FB13) has been installed very close to 

FB12SW (Section 2.7.3). 

• FB10SW is on the new overflow channel and can be seen to have experienced flow 

occasionally – for most of winter 2015/16, in November 2016, and October 2017. 

• FB15SW is the water level gauge inside the tide gate. The level here is often higher than 

the level at FB12SW.  

2.6.1 Response to rainfall 

Datasets show changes in water level at the village surface water level gauges as runoff reaches 

the stream in response to rainfall. During dry periods each rainfall event causes a rapid rise and 

then a gradual fall back to a base level, but in Winter 2015/16 the base level rose in response to 

                                                 

 

6 https://www.bodc.ac.uk/data/online_delivery/ntslf/  

https://www.bodc.ac.uk/data/online_delivery/ntslf/
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more persistent rainfall (Figure 2.10). Peaks from individual rainfall events were then 

superimposed upon this higher base level.  

There is a significant difference between the responses to rainfall over the two full winters in the 

monitoring period, but this is due to a considerable difference in seasonal rainfall. Winter 15/16 

was a very wet one: in November to January Wales experienced 192% of average rainfall7, with a 

cited return period of much more than 100 years. Meanwhile Winter 16/17 was very dry: in 

November to January Wales experienced 66% of average rainfall8.  

Figure 2.11 zooms into an arbitrary period where the response to rainfall is clear. A peak in the 

base level is clearly seen following rainfall on the 16 October 2016. If the semi-diurnal (twice 

daily) peaks on FB12SW are ignored for now, the three hydrographs on the main stem of the 

stream (FB10SW, FB11SW and FB12SW) have the same shaped profile and roughly the same 

range.  

FB15SW was not installed during the time interval shown in the fairly clean time series responses 

shown in Figure 2.11. Also the rain gauge was out of service for much of the period when 

FB15SW was installed. Figure 2.12 shows water levels over a period – June 2017 – with more 

complex rainfall, and FB10SW also showed some flow.  

April and May 2017 were quite dry9 (59% of the average for Wales). Presumably as a 

consequence of this, the water level in the stream (FB12SW) was slightly lower than the level at 

the catchment outlet (FB15SW). But several episodes of rainfall after 5 June 2017 led to three 

clear runoff peaks, including flow in the flood relief channel (FB10SW). During high flows the 

base level at the outlet (i.e. that experienced before tidal influence) rose in sympathy with the 

flows. After the rainfall, when there was flow in the stream again, the stream level remained 

higher than that at the outlet.  

2.6.2 Response to tides 

Semi-diurnal changes in water level are superimposed upon the rainfall-driven time series in 

FB11SW, FB12SW and FB15SW. This is related to the closure of the tide gate on the stream 

outfall at high tides, leading to surface water levels building up in the stream network. 

The amplitude of the semi-diurnal variations in surface water level (up to c. 0.25 m at the two 

gauges in the village, and up to c. 1.0 m at the tide gate) is less than the tidal range in the estuary 

(c. 4 m), but of a similar magnitude as the rainfall-induced peaks in surface water level (up to 

c. 0.5 m).  

Peaks in surface water levels at the gauging points are out of sync with tidal levels in the estuary. 

The pattern behind this can be simply understood with reference to a single tidal cycle. Figure 

2.13 shows water levels at FB11SW, FB12SW and FB15SW, and the tidal level, on a vertical axis 

which emphasises the smaller-scale fluctuations in stream level. Tidal range on this day 

(arbitrarily, 4 August 2017) was from -0.73 to +1.54 m AOD.  

The day starts with the tide rising (A). At about 02:45 the tide rises above the water level 

behind the tide gate and the outfall gate valve shuts (B).  

                                                 

 

7 http://nora.nerc.ac.uk/512962/1/HS_201601.pdf  
8 http://nora.nerc.ac.uk/516216/1/HS_201701.pdf  
9 http://nora.nerc.ac.uk/id/eprint/517152/1/HS_201705.pdf  

http://nora.nerc.ac.uk/512962/1/HS_201601.pdf
http://nora.nerc.ac.uk/516216/1/HS_201701.pdf
http://nora.nerc.ac.uk/id/eprint/517152/1/HS_201705.pdf
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Water level inside the gate takes a while to respond to the gate closing (C). The delay on 

this day is a little over an hour but on other days the delay is half an hour.  

Water level in the two gauges in the village react more slowly still because there is a 

gradient in the water level from the village towards the gate. Eventually these also start to 

rise (D), though less steeply than at the gate. 

As water continues to flow into, and through, the village the channel network fills up 

because the water cannot escape though the tide gate (E).  

At around 08:00 the tide drops below the water level behind the gate and the stream 

network begins to empty immediately (F). Thereafter the channel network takes until 

about 12:00 to fully drain (G), and then the cycle repeats at 15:15 (H). 

A curious feature of the data is that the water level behind the gate (at FB15SW) rises to 

a level considerably higher than the level in the stream (at FB12SW) for much of the high 

tide period. However, the level at the gate never exceeds the level at FB11SW (e.g. Figure 

2.12). 

The amplitude of the semi-diurnal fluctuations at FB12SW changes significantly throughout the 

monitoring period. Some of this can be explained with reference to the conceptual model given 

above. Figure 2.14 compares the water levels with the tidal level for three arbitrary weeks in 

2015.  

While the stream flow is very low (24 to 29 June and 30 Jun to 5 July) the amplitude 

seems relatively constant at c. 0.05 m. The amplitude seemingly does not vary with the 

spring-neap cycle. While it is the case that the gate valve will stay closed longer during 

high tides the position at which it closed and opened (for the period on Figure 2.14) is 

between 0.05 m AOD and 0.55 m AOD depending on the stream flow. This difference 

is insignificant when the whole tidal range is between -2 m AOD and +3 m AOD; the 

duration of gate closure seems likely to change by only a few minutes depending on 

whether there are spring or neap tides.  

On the other hand, when the stream is flowing with a greater rate the amplitude of the 

semi-diurnal peak is greater. On 7 July and shortly afterwards the semi-diurnal amplitude 

was up to 0.15 m. With higher flows the point of rise (D in Figure 2.13) is sooner after 

the gate closes and the storage in the ditch network fills more quickly. 

Some of the variations in semi-diurnal amplitude cannot be explained in this way and would 

appear to need changes in the volume or roughness of the channel network to come about. In 

particular, from November 2016 til May 2017 (Figure 2.10) the amplitude at FB12SW increased 

considerably. The behaviour illustrated in Figure 2.13 has not changed, just the range. Since the 

gauge sites are not controlled or maintained (like NRW gauges) there could be any number of 

factors affecting the data – siltation / dredging, weed growth and decay, bank collapse, and/or a 

change in the apportionment of flow between the Henddol and Morfa catchments (if drain flows 

are managed in this way).  

2.7 Geology and Groundwater Levels 

Bedrock beneath Fairbourne comprises mostly hard mudstones and siltstones with some sandy 

or limestone layers. Bedrock is not expected to significantly contribute to the groundwater 

system beneath the village, though there may be springs or seeps of groundwater at the foot of 

the hillslopes in the south east.  
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Mapped superficial deposits beneath the village mostly comprise ‘tidal flat deposits’ (Figure 2.15) 

which have been proved by drilling the new boreholes to be mostly clay (Rigare10, 2017). Sand 

was identified in the northernmost borehole, FB8, and has been observed in another borehole11 

on the spit c. 1 km north of the village.  

The shingle beach comprises large cobbles and boulders. It has not been proven with borehole 

data whether the shingle sits on the clayey tidal flat deposits or if it sits directly on bedrock, and 

the tidal flat deposits accumulated in the lee of the shingle spit, though the latter seems 

conceptually more likely. 

The ten groundwater level monitoring points worked well between April 2015 to June 2016 and 

then since September 2016 – the data loggers’ memory was full in the intervening period. There 

are many patterns that can be discerned, and the following sub-sections discuss these. For 

reference, the borehole logs from Rigare (2017) are plotted next to the measured groundwater 

levels in Figure 2.16 to Figure 2.19. 

2.7.1 Response to rainfall 

All boreholes respond to rainfall over a relatively short time period. Figure 2.20 shows the 

response of groundwater level in each borehole following a single rainfall event, on the 15 and 

16 October 2016. Groundwater level hydrographs respond differently. 

Some of the hydrographs peak immediately and then the peak dissipates within a few days, for 

example FB3, FB5 and FB6. Others show a (slightly) slower time to peak and then a more 

gradual recession, for example FB2 and FB8. The other boreholes are intermediate between 

these endpoints.  

This seems likely to be related to lithology of the area local to the borehole. In FB2 the lithology 

is dominantly sand (Figure 2.16), which has a high effective porosity, so it fills and drains more 

slowly than a clay. In clay there is little movement of water and the groundwater level represents 

a change in pressure rather than sub-surface movement of water. FB8 is sandy near the surface, 

over the range were groundwater levels fluctuate (Figure 2.18). Across the range over which 

groundwater levels fluctuate FB3, FB5 and FB6 show clayey deposits (Figure 2.16 and Figure 

2.17). 

FB1 and FB4 have particularly interesting recessions because they show two stages: one that 

gradually drops the level (to 1.90 m AOD for FB1, and to 2.12 m AOD for FB4) below which 

the level drops more steeply. This does not correspond to any change in lithology in the 

borehole log for FB1 (Figure 2.16), but in FB4 this corresponds to a sand layer above 2.1 m 

AOD and clay below (Figure 2.17). The change in recession rate is therefore to be expected as 

water drains slowly from the sand layer, but the groundwater level recedes quickly due to 

pressure release from the clay below. 

The difference in groundwater hydrograph responses is therefore likely to be predominantly due 

to the spatial and vertical variation of geology of the specific borehole location.  

2.7.2 Maximum levels 

                                                 

 

10 Rigare Ltd, 2017. Monitoring and characterisation of the hydrological environment at Fairbourne, Gwynedd, April 
2015 to August 2016. Report reference 1555_r2_v3 dated February 2017. 
11 http://scans.bgs.ac.uk/sobi_scans/boreholes/137499  

http://scans.bgs.ac.uk/sobi_scans/boreholes/137499
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Most of the groundwater levels reach a maximum at or slightly above ground level at the 

borehole (FB1, FB2, FB3, FB4, FB6, FB7, FB8 and FB13). In most of the boreholes the 

maximum is reached as a transient peak that dissipates quickly back to a base level (FB1, FB2 

and FB6 particularly show this behaviour). 

There is not a clear-cut explanation of this but perhaps, in the wettest winter in 100 years, the 

clayey soil and subsoils remained saturated throughout the winter period. Clays do not drain 

readily under gravity so they remain saturated but at a pressure less than atmospheric pressure. 

Therefore, whenever it rained, the incident rainfall quickly brought the pore pressure up to 

atmospheric and the groundwater level quickly rose to the surface. It does not necessarily need a 

lot of water to achieve this, as the process is not dependent on the rainfall filling up pores with 

water – just changing pressure within them.  

2.7.3 Response to surface water level changes 

FB12SW and FB13 are co-located on the main stem of the Afon Henddol: FB12SW is the 

stream level gauge and FB13 is a borehole located about 3 m from the edge of the stream. The 

response of FB12SW to rainfall in the Afon Henddol catchment is discussed in Section 2.6.1, 

and the response to closure of the tide gate is discussed in Section 2.6.2. 

In FB13 the amplitude of the response to rainfall is significant, and greater than the coincident 

rise in surface water level at FB12SW (Figure 2.21). The response of FB2, which is distant from 

any stream, is shown for comparison. On the left of Figure 2.16 the datasets are for the end 

summer period when soils were not saturated, and on the right the datasets are for the period of 

peak levels in winter 2015/16.  

Groundwater level is always higher than the surface water levels here, so groundwater discharges 

to the stream at all times. Consequently, it cannot be said that the groundwater level fluctuations 

are not entirely a response to the variation in stream level, but seem to be mostly a direct 

response to rainfall recharge.  

However, the semi-diurnal variation in FB12SW is seen in the groundwater at FB13, which is 

3 m distant from the stream bank. The amplitude of the groundwater response is smaller than 

that in the surface water, though the difference between these two seems to be less in the winter 

that at the end of summer. This could be related to either or both of the level of saturation in the 

ground, or the lithology of the tidal deposits between the stream and the borehole (the borehole 

log shows clay down to 0.5 m AOD, and silt then sand below [Figure 2.19], so the changes in 

groundwater level in summer and winter were across the uppermost clay horizon).  

2.7.4 Response to tidal level changes 

Section 2.7.2 describes the response of groundwater levels to semi-diurnal changes in level in the 

lower reaches of Afon Henddol. But some of the borehole data series also exhibit semi-diurnal 

changes that are directly in response to tidal fluctuations. FB4, FB5 and FB7 show amplitudes of 

c. 0.05 m but the others show negligible variation. FB4, FB5 and FB7 are some of the boreholes 

that are closest to the shingle bank but so are FB4, FB8 and FB9 yet those show no response 

(Figure 2.22).  

Figure 2.23 shows the groundwater levels in FB7 over two spring-neap cycles. This time interval 

was chosen because there was little rain to affect levels. In the upper chart, measured 

groundwater level is in blue, and the 11-hour moving average is in red. The latter data series 

shows the underlying trend in groundwater level without tidal fluctuations. Beneath that chart 

the green line shows the difference between the data series with and without tidal effects – i.e. 
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when there are no changes due to rainfall this shows the tidal range in the sub-surface. (The 

peaks around 18, 21 and 7 October are due to rapid changes in groundwater level as a result of 

rainfall infiltration, which cannot be averaged out.) 

Figure 2.24 shows the same data series but for a different period; this interval was chosen 

because there was a tidal surge of 0.8 m at 15:00 on 26 January 2016. The effect of the surge is 

seen clearly in the groundwater data. But, during this winter period when the groundwater levels 

are high and the soils are saturated, the amplitude of variation in response to normal tidal 

influences is much less than it was in September/October 2015 (Figure 2.23). This seems to be 

the opposite effect as that observed in the response of FB13 to semi-diurnal changes in stream 

level. Again, it seems like borehole lithology is the key factor: in the summer the groundwater 

levels vary about the clay horizon, but in the winter groundwater levels are within the silty topsoil 

(Figure 2.18).  

2.7.5 Spatial distribution of groundwater levels 

When mapping groundwater levels, plots of low levels (i.e. at the end of a summer recession) and 

high levels (i.e. at the end of a wet winter) are presented. However, since most of the boreholes 

peak at ground level throughout Winter 2015/16 the latter map would be a topographic map. 

Spatial variation of low groundwater levels is shown in Figure 2.25. The levels are taken from 

22.00 on 3 October 2015, which is at the end of a relatively dry period, between spring and neap 

tides. There is no very striking pattern in the distribution of levels. Perhaps groundwater levels 

are higher nearest the coast, and furthest from the Afon Henddol. Certainly, the groundwater 

levels nearest to watercourses seem to be lower than the others nearby. 

The pattern of variation might be seen better in the two cross sections of Figure 2.26. These 

sections show the measured water levels from the sea through the northern part of the village, 

from the coast though FB2 and FB13 to Afon Henddol (upper section); and from the coast, 

through FB7 and FB5, to the ditch near FB5 (ditch levels here are taken as the mean levels of 

FB11 and FB14 which are downstream and upstream of that point, respectively). LIDAR surface 

data is marked on the charts for perspective, though it does not agree well with surveyed ground 

levels for some of the boreholes.  

On Figure 2.26 the water levels are for 22.00 on 3 October 2015. The range of tidal levels for the 

3 October is also marked on. The range of groundwater levels at each borehole location is 

smaller than the symbols used to mark the instantaneous groundwater level. Groundwater levels 

in FB7 varied between 1.71 and 1.90 m AOD on that day; more than in the other boreholes and 

at the stream gauges. 

Lines joining the data points are deliberately not marked on the sections. It seems unlikely that 

the water table is linear between the sea and the nearest borehole – especially between the high 

and low sea levels. From the point data, it can be seen that the groundwater level furthest from 

the stream is the highest, and that this point (FB2 and FB7) is also higher than the instantaneous 

sea water level and the mean sea level (which is 0.13 m AOD).  

2.8 Conceptual Understanding 

Many factors control the groundwater level across Fairbourne, and there are interdependent 

processes, but it can be understood relatively simply.  
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The subsurface comprises mostly clayey, sometimes sandy, tidal deposits. Their thickness is 

unclear but they are certainly more than 3 m thick and perhaps several tens of metres thick. 

Below the superficial deposits is bedrock of mudstone and siltstone.  

Some of the rainwater falling on gardens, verges and other green landscaping percolates through 

the soil zone and infiltrates the ground. Once the water reaches the water table, it begins to flow 

laterally towards discharge locations. These locations are: the Afon Henddol and its tributaries, 

and the shoreline. Average water level in the stream is slightly higher than mean sea level.   

Because the subsurface comprises a heterogeneous geology, the pattern of groundwater levels 

and flows will not be completely uniform. It might be roughly uniform within the tidal deposits 

but the contrast between clayey tidal deposits and the shingle bank means that the water table 

across the shingle bank is likely to change with the tide. Given the generally low permeability of 

the tidal deposits beneath Fairbourne, it may be that groundwater in the shingle bank can be 

considered to be within a separate aquifer unit that is almost independent of the tidal deposits.  

Groundwater levels in the boreholes that are completed in the tidal deposits vary with the 

amount of rainfall, with the tide (where there is a hydraulic connection to the sea) and, to a 

limited degree (and where boreholes are close to the streams), with water levels in the streams. 

The transient effects are clear to see in some boreholes and not present in others. The rough 

hierarchy of importance of transient effects is: 

1. Rainfall infiltration – very wet conditions in Winter 2015/16 led to change in 

groundwater levels of more than 1.0 m in many of the boreholes, and more than 0.5 m in 

all of the monitoring boreholes. A single storm may lead to a rise in some boreholes of c. 

0.5 m. 

2. Tidal influence – levels in three of the six boreholes that are within c. 150 m of the shore 

move up and down with a semi-diurnal tidal cycle. (Though there are three other 

boreholes close to the shore that do not exhibit this behaviour.) Spring tides and tidal 

surge lead to a maximum change in water level in the monitored boreholes of up to 

0.05 m.  

3. Stream influence – levels in one borehole that is c. 3 m from the Afon Henddol vary by 

up to 0.1 m in response to the changing level of the stream, which varies as a reaction to 

the closure of the tidal gate.  

Differences in the geology local to boreholes have an impact on the rate of change of 

groundwater levels. Where there is clay the water level rises and drops more quickly. If there is 

sand in the geological layering this slows the rate of rise and the rate of fall. Where there is sand, 

there needs to be water moving around to fill the voids between the sand grains. However, 

where there is clay (and particularly in winter) the voids between the clay particles are often 

already full of water and changing groundwater levels reflect only a change in pressure (which is 

due to water changing level elsewhere).  
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Figure 2.1 Topography between 0 m AOD and 4 m AOD emphasised 
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Figure 2.2 Catchment area of Afon Henddol 
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 Max. temp 
(°C) 

Min. temp 
(°C) 

Days of air 
frost (days) 

Rainfall 
(mm/day) 

Potential 
evapo-

transpiration 
(mm/day) 

Days of 
rainfall >= 

1 mm 
(days) 

Jan 8.1 2.3 4.9 3.1 0.38 16.9 
Feb 8.0 2.1 5.5 3.4 0.66 12.2 
Mar 9.9 3.5 2.2 3.2 1.25 13.0 
Apr 12.4 4.9 0.9 2.0 2.11 12.6 
May 15.7 7.6 0.0 1.7 3.03 9.5 
Jun 17.5 10.4 0.0 2.3 3.31 11.4 
Jul 19.5 12.7 0.0 2.7 3.29 11.5 
Aug 19.3 12.4 0.0 2.5 2.75 12.6 
Sep 17.5 10.6 0.0 2.9 1.88 12.3 
Oct 14.3 8.3 0.3 3.9 0.99 15.3 
Nov 11.1 5.2 1.1 4.7 0.50 16.5 
Dec 8.8 2.9 4.7 4.4 0.32 16.5 

Annual 13.5 6.9 19.8 1121.0 245 160.2 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Monthly weather statistics, Llanbedr, 1981-2010 
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Figure 2.4 Mean daily and annual rainfall totals 
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Figure 2.5 Ratio of daily catchment rainfall to rainfall in Fairbourne 

 

Figure 2.6 Data from the project rain gauge 
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Figure 2.7 Fairbourne rain gauge data vs. CEH-GEAR rainfall 

November & December 2015 

 

Figure 2.8 Sewer flows and rainfall 
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Figure 2.9 Frequency of high tide level and tidal range at Barmouth, 1991-2017 
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Figure 2.10 Stream water levels – all data to September 2017 
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Figure 2.11 Stream water level response to rainfall (1) 

 

 

Figure 2.12 Stream water level response to rainfall (2) 
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Figure 2.13 Semi-diurnal patterns in surface water levels 4 August 2017 

 

Figure 2.14 Semi-diurnal patterns in surface water levels June-July 2015 
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Figure 2.15 Superficial geology 
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Figure 2.16 Logs and water levels for FB1, FB2 and FB3 

FB#1

Depth 

(m)

Elevation

(m AOD)
Ground level 2.36 Ground level 

0.1 2.26
0.2 2.16
0.3 2.06
0.4 1.96
0.5 1.86
0.6 1.76
0.7 1.66
0.8 1.56
0.9 1.46
1 1.36

1.1 1.26
1.2 1.16
1.3 1.06
1.4 0.96
1.5 0.86
1.6 0.76
1.7 0.66
1.8 0.56
1.9 0.46
2 0.36

2.1 0.26
2.2 0.16
2.3 0.06
2.4 -0.04
2.5 -0.14
2.6 -0.24
2.7 -0.34
2.8 -0.44
2.9 -0.54
3 -0.64

3.1 -0.74

FB#2

Depth 

(m)

Elevation

(m AOD)
Ground level 2.46 Ground level 

0.1 2.36
0.2 2.26
0.3 2.16
0.4 2.06
0.5 1.96
0.6 1.86
0.7 1.76
0.8 1.66
0.9 1.56
1 1.46

1.1 1.36
1.2 1.26
1.3 1.16
1.4 1.06
1.5 0.96
1.6 0.86
1.7 0.76
1.8 0.66
1.9 0.56
2 0.46

2.1 0.36
2.2 0.26
2.3 0.16
2.4 0.06
2.5 -0.04
2.6 -0.14
2.7 -0.24
2.8 -0.34
2.9 -0.44
3 -0.54

3.1 -0.64

FB#3

Depth 

(m)

Elevation

(m AOD)
Ground level 2.52 Ground level 

0.1 2.42
0.2 2.32
0.3 2.22
0.4 2.12
0.5 2.02
0.6 1.92
0.7 1.82
0.8 1.72
0.9 1.62
1 1.52

1.1 1.42
1.2 1.32
1.3 1.22
1.4 1.12
1.5 1.02
1.6 0.92
1.7 0.82
1.8 0.72
1.9 0.62
2 0.52

2.1 0.42
2.2 0.32
2.3 0.22
2.4 0.12
2.5 0.02
2.6 -0.08
2.7 -0.18
2.8 -0.28
2.9 -0.38
3 -0.48

3.1 -0.58
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Figure 2.17 Logs and water levels for FB4, FB5 and FB6 

FB#4

Depth 

(m)

Elevation

(m AOD)
Ground level 2.75 Ground level 

0.1 2.65
0.2 2.55
0.3 2.45
0.4 2.35
0.5 2.25
0.6 2.15
0.7 2.05
0.8 1.95
0.9 1.85
1 1.75

1.1 1.65
1.2 1.55
1.3 1.45
1.4 1.35
1.5 1.25
1.6 1.15
1.7 1.05
1.8 0.95
1.9 0.85
2 0.75

2.1 0.65
2.2 0.55
2.3 0.45
2.4 0.35
2.5 0.25
2.6 0.15
2.7 0.05
2.8 -0.05
2.9 -0.15
3 -0.25

3.1 -0.35

FB#5

Depth 

(m)

Elevation

(m AOD)
Ground level 2.47 Ground level 

0.1 2.37
0.2 2.27
0.3 2.17
0.4 2.07
0.5 1.97
0.6 1.87
0.7 1.77
0.8 1.67
0.9 1.57
1 1.47

1.1 1.37
1.2 1.27
1.3 1.17
1.4 1.07
1.5 0.97
1.6 0.87
1.7 0.77
1.8 0.67
1.9 0.57
2 0.47

2.1 0.37
2.2 0.27
2.3 0.17
2.4 0.07
2.5 -0.03
2.6 -0.13
2.7 -0.23
2.8 -0.33
2.9 -0.43
3 -0.53

3.1 -0.63

FB#6

Depth 

(m)

Elevation

(m AOD)
Ground level 2.55 Ground level 

0.1 2.45
0.2 2.35
0.3 2.25
0.4 2.15
0.5 2.05
0.6 1.95
0.7 1.85
0.8 1.75
0.9 1.65
1 1.55

1.1 1.45
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Figure 2.18 Logs and water levels for FB7, FB8 and FB9 
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Figure 2.19 Logs and water levels for FB13 

 

 

 

Figure 2.20 Groundwater level responses to rainfall 
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Figure 2.21 Comparison of groundwater and surface water levels 
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Figure 2.22 Tidal forcing of groundwater levels 
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Figure 2.23 Tidal variations in groundwater (FB7) 

 

 

Figure 2.24 Tidal variations in groundwater during tidal surge (FB7) 
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Figure 2.25 Spatial distribution of measured levels at 22:00, 3 October 2015 
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Figure 2.26 Water level cross-sections, 22:00 on 3 October 2015  
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Photograph 2.1 On top of the shingle bank, looking north (NGR 261100, 313100) 
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3. Impact Assessment Modelling 

3.1 Risk Identification 

This section aims to identify the key processes behind changing risk of groundwater flooding at 

Fairbourne before engaging in modelling. It aims to ask the questions that need answering to 

establish how and whether risk is increasing. 

Groundwater levels reached the surface frequently during Winter 2015/16. Widespread 

groundwater flooding was not observed, as this will have been experienced mostly as 

waterlogged ground. Rainfall would not have been able to infiltrate saturated ground so must 

have drained into the road drains and/or Afon Heddol, except at low points in the ground 

surface where it will have pooled until the water table dropped. 

• The key question, therefore, seems to be: how wet would a winter need to be for 

groundwater flooding to have an impact greater than that experienced in 2015/16? 

Despite groundwater levels being at the ground surface during Winter 2015/16, there was no 

consistent flow of sea water through the shingle bank during high tides. On the other hand, 

during the storm of 3 January 2014 there was one report of sea water flowing through the 

shingle bank and into a property on Penrhyn Road South.  

• The key question, therefore, seems to be: how high would the sea need to get for sea 

water to consistently emerge at the rear of the shingle bank? 

The other potential driver for groundwater level rise, that is the level in the stream, seems to be 

of negligible importance. While groundwater levels close to the stream respond to increasing 

stream levels the effect seems likely to attenuate within a short distance. When the stream 

reaches ground surface (i.e. a fluvial flood) clearly groundwater levels may rise to ground level, 

but the main problem then will be that a fluvial flood is happening.  

3.2 Groundwater Levels Driven by Winter Rainfall  

3.2.1 Infiltration 

Infiltration of rainfall to groundwater can be modelled using the water balance model of Rushton 

et al. (2006). This is the standard method used in most Environment Agency models and has 

been tested robustly in many groundwater environments.  

Time series parameters in the infiltration model are: 1) rainfall and 2) potential 

evapotranspiration. The rainfall data series used is as described in Section 2.3 and comprises 

CEH-GEAR daily data until November 2015 and daily data from the gauge at Fairbourne 

thereafter. Potential evapotranspiration is calculated from the monthly average minimum and 

maximum temperatures from the Llanbedr climate station, using the Hargreaves formula from 

FAO (1998). (A daily temperature time series being unavailable, using monthly data is felt to be 

sufficient: infiltration in a wet winter, when it is quite cool and raining very hard, being not very 

sensitive to potential evapotranspiration.) 

Soil parameters are chosen for grass on loamy to clayey soils, from tables of parameters for soils 

and crops in FAO (1998). Parameters used are summarised in Table 3.1 below. 

Table 3.1 Soil and crop parameters for estimating infiltration 

Parameter Value Reference 
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Field capacity 0.3 FAO 1998 table 19 – on the boundary between 
loam and silty clay soil 

Wilting point 0.17 FAO (1998) table 19 – on the boundary between 
loam and silty clay soil 

Soil depth  0.1 m FAO (1998) table 19  

Depletion fraction p 0.40 FAO (1998) table 22 for cool season turf grass 

Rooting depth 0.75 m FAO (1998) table 22 for cool season turf grass 

Soil zone bypass 0.15 Estimated 

 

The fraction of direct runoff from grass is expected to vary with rainfall intensity and with soil 

moisture deficit (i.e. the amount of water stored in the soil). With higher rainfall intensity and the 

soil less able to absorb incoming water, the amount of runoff increases. Runoff coefficients, for 

different rainfall intensity and soil moisture deficit are taken directly from Table 1 of Rushton et 

al. (2006) and reproduced in Table 3.2 

Table 3.2 Coefficients applied to rainfall for runoff estimation 

  Daily rainfall exceeds (mm) 
 

 0 10 20 30 50 
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0 0.06 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.3 

10 0.04 0.07 0.1 0.15 0.27 

25 0.02 0.03 0.08 0.12 0.21 

60 0 0.01 0.06 0.1 0.16 

120 0 0 0.04 0.08 0.12 

210 0 0 0.03 0.06 0.1 

 

A daily soil moisture balance was calculated starting in January 2003. If the early months of 2003 

can be treated as a warm-up period, model estimates for winter 2003/04 onwards are expected 

to be accurate.  

3.2.2 Groundwater levels 

The conversion of infiltration to groundwater level is achieved by, firstly, putting the infiltration 

water into a groundwater store, to see how much the level will rise; and secondly, removing 

some of the water from the store to maintain a balance and to simulate discharge to streams and 

the coast. This is the strategy adopted by Streetly (2008) and is used here as a starting point.  

Calibration for each borehole is controlled by four parameters: 1) the starting groundwater level 

for the beginning of the model run, 2) porosity controls the height of water level rise when 

infiltration reaches the water table, 3) the decay coefficient controls the rate of decline in 

groundwater level as water flows to the stream and shoreline, and 4) the level at which the 

ground is completely saturated and cannot accept any further water.   

It has been identified that there are points at which the geology in the borehole changes, and that 

controls the rate of rise and fall of the groundwater level. The water balance model has been 
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changed to accommodate two geological layers, so that a different porosity and decay coefficient 

may apply for each layer.  

Five boreholes: FB5, FB6, FB7 and FB9, were chosen for calibration as they are around the area 

where groundwater flooding seems most likely to be an issue – the low-lying area south of Beach 

Road. The main period used for calibration was the Winter of 2015/16 as this was the wet 

period that it is most important to understand if it was to recur.  

Calibrated plots of the borehole hydrographs are shown in Figure 3.1 and the parameters used in 

calibration are shown in Table 3.3. (FB2 parameters were also determined and are used in 

Section 3.3.) 

Table 3.3 Parameterisation for groundwater models 
 

FB2 FB5 FB6 FB7 FB9 

Groundwater store max (mm) 9 10 5.8 4.8 50 

Boundary: upper and lower layers (m AOD) 1.75 1.535 2.0 2.0 1.9 

Porosity in upper layer 0.005 0.01 0.005 0.008 0.2 

Porosity in lower layer 0.008 0.012 0.015 0.004 0.025 

Decay coefficient of upper layer (-) 4 2.5 2.5 4.0 4.0 

Decay coefficient of lower layer (-) 6 9.0 9.0 4.0 9.0 

 

A key assumption in the foregoing model description is that the ability of the aquifer to release 

water will not be significantly changed by climate change impacts. Groundwater in the aquifer 

drains both to the stream network and to the coast (when the tide is lower than the groundwater 

level). The next two sections discuss the likelihood of each of these boundary conditions 

changing.  

3.3 Stream Level Control by Infiltration 

Discharge to the Afon Henddol is a key process that control groundwater discharge and 

therefore groundwater levels. Although on a semi-diurnal timescale there is minimal impact of 

transient fluctuations (Section 2.7.3) the long-term average stream level will have an impact on 

the rate that groundwater can drain from the aquifer. This section uses the soil moisture balance 

calculations described in Section 3.2.1 to assess how flows and therefore levels are likely to 

change in Afon Henddol. 

A soil moisture balance and groundwater balance was developed for the Afon Henddol 

catchment. This generated a series of river flows, but flow data is not available for the stream so 

the flow must be converted to stage for comparison to data from FB12SW – the flow gauge 

downstream of the village. An empirical stage discharge relationship was determined for the 

gauge site that fitted during the winter period. This was as follows: 

𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 0.2 + (𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤/1.5)
1
2.5 

The fit is shown in Figure 3.2 for the whole model period and for a segment of that period 

where the rainfall signal is quite quiet (September-October 2015). Whilst this model fit ignores 

the data that shows that the water level can sometimes recede to -0.05 m AOD it is more 

appropriate to use this as this is the model that fits the data for more of the monitoring period.  
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Table 3.4 Parameterisation for runoff model 
 

FB12SW 

Groundwater store max (mm) 8 

Boundary: upper and lower layers (m AOD) 999 

Porosity in upper layer 0.005 

Porosity in lower layer 0.005 

Decay coefficient of upper layer (-) 6 

Decay coefficient of lower layer (-) 6 

 

The discharge rate of groundwater from the shallow aquifer can be predicted by Darcy’s Law, 

and can be assumed to vary only by the hydraulic gradient between the aquifer and the stream. 

3.4 Stream Level Control by Tide Gate Closure 

Discharge from the Afon Henddol to the estuary is key in controlling the mean water level in the 

stream. Currently, the semi-diurnal fluctuation in the stream is minor (Section 2.6.2) but if the 

sea level rises to keep the tidal gate closed for a significantly longer duration this situation may 

change. 

It can be assumed that, while there is no over-bank flooding, the stream network can be 

represented by a prism shape, with the bed level of the stream at the lower apex at the invert 

level of the tidal valve (below).  

 

 

The tide is at its lowest level, and the stream network is freely discharging to the estuary at a 

rate equal to the rate at which water enters from the upper catchment

FB15

The tide rises to a level higher than the stream and the tide gate closes. Water starts to rise in 

the stream network close to the gate.

FB12

FB15

FB11
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The flow rate into the prism is controlled by runoff (i.e. like in Section 3.3) and the flow rate out 

is controlled by the tidal gate. If the tidal gate is closed (i.e. the water level outside is higher than 

that inside) the water accumulates within the prism. In this case, the water level in the prism is 

given by: 

ℎ = ℎ0 +√2V ∙ tan(𝜃) 𝑤⁄  

Where h0 is the base elevation at the tidal gate (m AOD), V is the volume of water accumulated 

in the stream network since the gate closed (m3),  is the slope of the stream bed, and w is the 

width of the prism (m).  

The discharge rate of the tidal gate is assumed to be proportional to head above the invert level.  

Using the geometry and parameterisation given in Table 3.5, which was measured and estimated, 

a reasonable fit of the model for FB12SW to an arbitrary low flow period (June/July 2015) can 

be established (Figure 3.4). (There is little reliable rainfall data for the period when FB15SW was 

in place so that level dataset cannot be used in calibration. However, the overall shape of the 

response at FB15SW can be compared.)  

Water levels are simulated using a combination of the flow model results from Section 3.3, for 

September-October 2015, and semi-diurnal fluctuations calculated using the relationships in this 

section and the parameters in Table 3.5.  

Table 3.5 Parameterisation for simulation of semi-diurnal stream level fluctuation 

Parameter FB12SW FB11SW 

h0 at gate, minimum level at FB15 (m AOD) 0.1 0.1 

Distance, gate to FB12 (m) 700 900 

Average channel width, w (m) 4.0 1.5 

Slope of stream bed, tan() 0.00015 0.00015 

Gate discharge (m3/s/m) 0.5 0.5 

The stream network is getting full and the extent of the storage area moves upstream towards 

the village. A change in level begins to register at FB12.

FB12

FB15

FB11

The tide drops to below the stream level and the tide gate opens. The stream network 

discharges at a rate governed by the capacity of the valve.

FB12

FB15

FB11
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The quality of the model fit is difficult to discern amongst the scatter on Figure 3.4. Peak heights 

at FB12SW are generally overestimated but are about the right magnitude (as the model tends to 

overestimate the base stage, without tidal influence). On the other hand, the timing of the peak, 

coming about three hours after the tidal maximum, is predicted well.  

3.5 Groundwater Levels Driven by Tides  

Significantly attenuated amplitude of the tidal signal in FB7 (Section 2.7.4) indicates that most of 

the groundwater level response to tides occurs within the shingle bank. Therefore, it is important 

to model those groundwater levels correctly to establish if there is likely to be seepage out of the 

landward toe of the bank. However, there is presently no monitoring in the shingle bank. 

Guo et al. (2010) present analytical equations for predicting the groundwater response to tidal 

fluctuations in a two-zone aquifer, i.e. with two distinct lithologies and therefore sets of hydraulic 

parameters. This suits the present case well as there is a very high permeability shingle bank, 

against which abuts the lower permeability tidal flat deposits. These equations permit 

interpolation of groundwater level between the two known points of: the sea, and a monitoring 

borehole (e.g. FB7). 

The model is calibrated with the aquifer properties (transmissivity and storage coefficient) of the 

two aquifer zones, and the width of the seaward zone. During calibration these are varied, within 

reasonable ranges, to match the time lag between peaks in sea level and at the borehole, and the 

amplitude of tidal fluctuations in the borehole. Data shows that at FB7 peak groundwater levels 

follow tidal peaks with a lag of between 3.0 and 4.0 hours (Figure 3.5). And during spring tides 

(around 28/10/15) when the tidal range was between 4.5 to 4.8 m the amplitude of the tidal 

component in FB7 was 0.052 m. 

The parameters given in Table 3.6 can be used to simulate the tidal responses in FB4 and FB7 

fairly well. One point to note is that the time lag is not actually 3.5 hours but 16 hours (i.e. the 

response at the borehole is from the high tide before the latest one): no reasonable 

parameterisation could bring the lag time to 3.5 hours yet also maintain a very small amplitude of 

groundwater level fluctuation. (Only the M2 tidal constituent is currently simulated.)    

Table 3.6 Parameterisation to simulate FB7 and FB2 tidal responses 

 Shingle bank Tidal flats 

 FB4 FB7 FB4 FB7 

Transmissivity (m2/day) 800 800 8 10 

Storage coefficient (-) 0.32 0.30 0.022 0.004 

Width of shingle bank (m) 64 70 - - 

Distance from shore to borehole (m) - - 125 105 

Target time lag (hours) - - 3.0 3.5 

Target amplitude (m) - - 0.015 0.054 

Calibrated model time lag (hours) - - 18 16 

Calibrated model amplitude (m) - - 0.022 0.05 
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Figure 3.7 shows snapshots for the section to FB7 at two-hourly stages over one half of a tidal 

cycle, from high to low tide, with range 4 m (i.e. a typical spring tide), compared to the land 

surface. The Guo et al. (2010) equations predict variation of heads about zero, and do not take 

account of the average seaward hydraulic gradient from FB7, so some understanding of how the 

groundwater levels vary across the section, within the tidal flat deposits, is required. (Figure 3.7 

shows a rough interpolation between the borehole and the shoreline but a more accurate 

representation is developed in Section 3.6.) 

On Figure 3.7 the model head (red line) does not end at the sloping shore because Guo et al. 

(2010) assume that the seaward boundary is at a constant position. This has not been corrected 

for, so the model tidal response is sinusoidal while the real FB7 tidal response is a bit more like a 

saw-tooth (Figure 3.5). This is not expected to have any material impact on the head 

distributions inland from the shingle bank.  

These calculations do not take account of the increased density of sea water compared to fresh 

water, which is assumed to be insignificant for the purposes of predicting groundwater levels in 

the tidal flat deposits.  

3.6 Groundwater Levels Controlled by Mean Sea Level and Stream Levels 

Mean sea level from 2015 to 2017 was 0.294 m AOD, and the mean stages in Afon Henddol for 

the same period were: 0.38 m AOD (at FB12) and 0.98 m AOD (at FB11). Meanwhile mean 

groundwater level at FB7 (between the sea and FB11SW) was 2.12 m AOD and at FB2 (between 

the sea and FB12SW) was 1.68 m AOD. Groundwater levels are higher than the surface water 

levels (e.g. Figure 2.26) because of the effects of infiltration recharge on the water table.  

This effect can be simply modelled using the Dupuit (1863) equation for unconfined flow. This 

is important to be able to understand as the equation can be used to interpolate between the two 

levels that will rise under climate change - at the sea and in the stream. The equation is: 

ℎ2 = ℎ1
2 −

(ℎ1
2 − ℎ2

2)𝑥

𝐿
+
𝑞

𝐾
(𝐿 − 𝑥)𝑥 

Where the dimensions are shown below, q is the long-term infiltration recharge rate (m/day), 

and K is the hydraulic conductivity (m/day). (In the specific case of Fairbourne it is assumed 

that the sea level is applied at the seaward edge of the tidal deposits. i.e. that the presence of the 

shingle bank does not affect the mean groundwater level at this point.) 

 

Calibrated water balance models (Section 3.2.1) indicate that the average recharge at FB2 is 

315 mm/year, and at FB7 is 225 mm/year. These are locations that are grassed and much of the 

Fairbourne aquifer is under impermeable, drained, surfaces such as roofs, roads and pavements. 

If it is estimated that the impermeable cover is 60% (by eye) then the average recharge for the 

sections is 126 mm/year and 90 mm/year respectively for the FB2 and FB7 sections. 
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These parameters, and the geometry of the sections through the boreholes, can be used to 

estimate the representative hydraulic conductivity values of the tidal deposits and therefore the 

head distribution across them (Table 3.7 and Figure 3.8).  

Table 3.7 Parameterisation of sections 

Parameter FB2 FB7 Comment 

h1 (sea) 0.294 0.294 Mean sea level 

h2 (Afon Henddol) 0.38 0.98 For FB2, use mean at FB12SW, 
for FB7, use mean at FB11SW 

h (borehole) 1.68 2.12  

x (m) 71 37 Distance from the inland edge of 
the shingle bank 

L (m) 190 113 Distance from the inland edge of 
the shingle bank 

Q (mm/year) 126 90  

K (m/day) 0.95 0.17 Calibration parameter 
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Figure 3.1 Calibrated groundwater level hydrographs 
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Figure 3.2 Calibrated stream level hydrograph at FB12SW 

 

Figure 3.3 Calibrated stream level hydrograph at FB11SW 
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Figure 3.4 Modelled semi-diurnal fluctuations at FB12SW 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5 Parameterising tidal factors in FB7 
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Figure 3.6 Parameterising tidal factors in FB4 
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Figure 3.7 Model groundwater levels and tidal response in the shingle bank 
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Figure 3.8 Modelled water table elevations 
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4. Model Predictions  

4.1 Parameterisation and Metrics 

In the following section different probabilities are presented for different variables. The Met 

Office12 says: ‘The UKCP09 projections are presented as probability distributions, but we have limited 

confidence in the extreme values from these distributions. The extreme values are particularly sensitive to the precise 

methodology used to construct the scenarios that are used to create the probability distributions. It is therefore 

strongly recommended that the 10% and 90% probability levels are used to represent low and high changes in 

climate. For sea level, the 5% and 95% probability levels should be used.’ 

In each model scenario, the median (50%) prediction is used in order to provide the expected 

outcome. Conservatism is introduced by reviewing the different scenarios, though the 90% and 

95% variables are shown to provide perspective.  

4.1.1 Change in Sea Levels 

UKCP09 predictions for relative change in sea level in grid box 20595, for three emissions 

scenarios, for 2075, are given in Table 4.1 (datasets were sourced from the UKCP09 user 

interface13 on 3 July 2017). Relative change is calculated by combining the expected land 

movement rate with the modelled absolute sea level rise.  

The 95% values are reported on in the following analyses, and to be consistent with other risk 

assessments for Fairbourne, an extreme rise of 2 m is also considered.  

Table 4.1 Relative changes in sea level (m) under emissions scenarios 

  Low Medium High High++ 

2075 5% 0.119 0.13 0.147 - 

 50% 0.255 0.309 0.374 2.0 

 95% 0.392 0.487 0.600 - 

 

4.1.2 Change in Infiltration 

Key changes in infiltration model parameterisation under future scenarios are likely to be related 

to the intensity of winter rainfall. Changing temperature will affect the evapotranspiration a little 

but recharge models do not tend to be so sensitive to that in the winter (it is more important for 

drought prediction, for example). 

UKCP09 predictions for change in temperature and rainfall in grid square 1307, for three 

emissions scenarios, for the period 2060-2089, are given in Table 4.2 (datasets were sourced 

from the UKCP09 user interface14 on 1 February 2018). To test the resilience of the village to 

extreme rainfall, the 90% values are used for rainfall, for the three emissions scenarios.  

                                                 

 

12 http://ukclimateprojections.metoffice.gov.uk/21679  
13 http://ukclimateprojections-ui.metoffice.gov.uk/ui/admin/login.php  
14 http://ukclimateprojections-ui.metoffice.gov.uk/ui/admin/login.php  

http://ukclimateprojections.metoffice.gov.uk/21679
http://ukclimateprojections-ui.metoffice.gov.uk/ui/admin/login.php
http://ukclimateprojections-ui.metoffice.gov.uk/ui/admin/login.php
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Table 4.2 Percentage change in climate variables by 2060-2089 for grid cell 1307 

 Percentile Low Medium High 

Mean annual min 
temperature, °C 

50% 2.39 3.00 3.61 

Mean annual max 
temperature, °C 

50% 2.61 3.17 3.84 

Mean daily winter 
precipitation, % 

50% 16.79 21.68 25.94 

90% 36.28 48.16 57.84 

Mean daily spring 
precipitation, % 

50% 3.61 4.59 4.63 

90% 11.94 15.75 12.59 

Mean daily summer 
precipitation, % 

50% -13.27 -17.96 -20.52 

90% 12.40 4.61 6.70 

Mean daily autumn 
precipitation, % 

50% 4.71 8.83 10.46 

90% 19.50 24.56 35.29 

 

Rainfall and temperature for the future are not known, so the approach to generating predictions 

is to take a series of historical data and perturb the temperature and rainfall values by the factors 

from Table 4.2. The resulting monthly weather time series for each scenario are shown in Figure 

4.1 and the annual rainfall totals are shown in Figure 4.2.  

Model results are generated from 1 January 2003 to the end of the site rainfall data series on 8 

February 2017, but are reported only for full hydrological years (i.e. 1 October to 30 September). 

Hence the reported model results span 13 hydrological years: 1 October 2003 to 30 September 

2016. 

UKCP09 does supply a weather generator model, which could have been used to generate 

artificial input data series for each scenario. But the weather generator does not do 

autocorrelation well – this means that one day’s weather does not necessarily relate to the 

weather for the previous day. Hence it does not simulate very wet winters, like 2015/16, when a 

continual stream of depressions swept across the country. This is the reason why historical 

weather is perturbed for these models. 

4.1.3 Groundwater flooding metrics 

In the historical data, for the wet winter of 2015/16, groundwater levels frequently reached the 

ground surface in three boreholes. It is not, therefore, appropriate to state that groundwater 

flooding will occur and will pose a significant risk when the water table is at the ground surface.  

Instead there are three metrics that could be used to indicate deteriorating conditions:  

1) the amount of rainwater that does not soak into the ground as a result of the sub-surface 

being saturated to ground level. Because the water cannot soak away this will be added to runoff 

so it would increase the risk, or impact, of surface water flooding. 

2) the frequency, or number of days per year, in which the groundwater level reaches the surface. 

This would provide an estimate of the increase in the number of days in which, if rainfall was 
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very high, surface water flooding might be exacerbated. At the extreme, if the ground remained 

permanently wet, gardens may no longer be suitable for growing crops or turf grass.  

3) the longest duration of full saturation at ground surface in any given year. This is another 

indication of the potential for exacerbating surface water flooding and waterlogging of gardens 

and services. 

4.2 Model predictions – Tide Gate Opening 

Mean stream level is not expected to be dependent upon groundwater levels so this is calculated 

first. The main climate change controls are variation of infiltration to the upper catchment, and 

the duration of closure of the tidal gate. 

To put the stream level calculations into perspective, a simplified discussion of the tidal gate 

closure is helpful. Currently the invert level of the gate is expected to be around 0.1 m AOD and 

the water typically builds up to about 0.8 m AOD during each closure period (Section 3.4). Mean 

sea level, at 0.294 m AOD, is between these two levels, so the valve must be closed about as 

much as it is open. Nevertheless, there is ample time between closures for the stream to drain to 

the estuary (about 3 hours to drain from 0.8 m AOD). 

Future sea level rise will shorten the duration of the periods when the gate is open and able to 

drain the stream network within the flood defences. Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 compare the four 

perturbed tidal time series with the opening and closing levels of the gate. Figure 4.3 shows the 

spring tides around the tide peak of 3 January 2014, and Figure 4.4 shows the neap tides 

preceding that period. 

There are some observations here of concern. The principal risk is that for the High++ scenario 

the gate hardly ever opens except for a few hours during spring low tides. When it does open, it 

is for a duration of only up to 1.5 hours, which is not enough time for the stream to drain fully.  

Hence it seems likely that, should the High++ scenario come to pass there will need to be some 

means introduced to mitigate the chance of water levels in the stream backing up behind the tidal 

gate. An actively pumped drainage system would be the most likely, and probably most reliable, 

solution.  

However, in this simple comparison the level of the gate opening after a high tide has been set at 

0.8 m. Should water levels be allowed to build up (possibly several metres) behind the tide gate in 

the High++ scenario the level in the stream network will, at some point, exceed the tide level 

sufficiently to drive water out of the streams and into the estuary. More accurate predicted 

effects on stream level of these changes in sea level is discussed in the next section.  

Under the high, medium and low scenarios there are rare occasions when the gate does not open 

but this is only ever for one tidal cycle, so the build-up of water within the village should not be 

great (unless there is simultaneously very high flows). There are also a few occasions when the 

gate is open for less than the c. 3 hours required for the streams to fully drain. This may or may 

not need mitigation, depending on the extent of flood storage behind the gate (which is not 

available at this time). 

4.3 Model predictions – Stream Levels 

It would seem that, under all of the future emissions scenarios, there may be some tidal cycles 

when the tide gate is not open long enough for the stream to fully empty. Applying these 

changes in sea level, and changes in infiltration (which are relatively minor) to the model 

developed in Section 3.4 gives the water level time series shown in Figure 4.5for the whole 
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model period 1 July 2015 to 1 February 2017, and also zooms into the period 1 November 2015 

to 31 December 2015. Figure 4.6 shows the proportion of time that the simulated water levels 

reaches any particular stage. 

As discussed above, assumption of the High++ scenario leads to significant periods of time 

when the tidal gate is not expected to open. Figure 4.7 shows that on 30% of tidal cycles during 

the model period the gate is not expected to open, and for 95% of tidal cycles the gate does not 

open for more than three hours – in which case the stream network will probably not fully 

empty.  

Key values are summarised in Table 4.3. Simply put, in the low, medium and high emissions 

scenarios there is likely to be sufficient time for the stream network to drain on more that 99% 

of tidal cycles. But under the High++ scenario the gate is only infrequently expected to be open 

for enough time for the stream to drain, and on 1% of closures, it is expected to be closed for 

two to three days.   

Table 4.3 Typical tidal gate operation under climate change (using the FB11SW model) 

 Baseline Low Medium High High++ 

1%ile time open 7.25 6.75 6.50 6.25 0.25 

Mean time open 8.86 8.06 7.89 7.74 2.08 

99%ile time closed 5.25 5.75 6.00 6.25 67.84 

Mean time closed 3.75 4.40 4.51 4.70 8.34 

 

In this way, mean water levels have been calculated for the level gauges at FB12SW and 

FB11SW, which will be used to model groundwater levels in Section 4.6. These values are 

presented in Table 4.4. The impact of climate change at FB11SW is less than at FB12SW 

downstream as it is higher already, and the impact of closing the tidal gate is less significant here. 

Table 4.4 Mean stream levels under climate change 

 Baseline Low Medium High High++ 

FB12SW (m AOD) 0.478 0.470 0.484 0.498 0.806 

FB11SW (m AOD) 1.03 1.02 1.03 1.05 1.15 

 

(In reality, pumping will be installed for the High++ scenario, so a realistic mean is much lower.) 

During dry periods the main driver behind the fluctuation in the simulated water level (Figure 

4.5) is related to tides: stream water level peaks occur during neap tides and the water is released 

during spring low tides.  

It is worth noting that, especially for high flow periods, the semi-diurnal fluctuation model does 

tend to over-predict levels (Figure 3.4). Hence there is some conservatism here – especially in the 

low, medium and high scenarios, where simulated water levels are broadly within the model 

calibration range. 

4.4 Model predictions – Infiltration  
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Infiltration to the ground is expected to lead to an increase in mean groundwater level across the 

area of the village. The effect will be strongest at locations furthest from the controlling heads at 

the stream and the coast but needs to be calculated adjacent to the coast to understand the risk 

of flooding at the toe of the shingle bank.  

Using the calibrated models of groundwater levels derived in Section 3.2.1 the mean increases in 

groundwater level at FB2, FB4, FB7 and FB9 have been modelled, based on 50% predictions of 

seasonal rainfall and temperature (Table 4.2). These estimates do not take into account the sea 

level rise – the coupled effect of infiltration and sea level is considered in Section 4.6. 

Model results for the expected change in mean level of groundwater at the three boreholes is 

presented in Table 4.5. The results are very interesting because the levels under climate change 

appear to be lower, or no different, than the baseline levels. This is probably because during the 

periods of maximum increased rainfall (i.e. winters) the groundwater levels are constrained by 

ground surface. But during the summer the rainfall changes less – or decreases – and there is 

more evapotranspiration due to higher temperatures.  

Table 4.5 Simulated 2075 groundwater levels adjacent to the coast due to infiltration only 

 Baseline Low Medium High 

FB2 (m AOD) 1.722 1.711 1.711 1.710 

FB4 (m AOD) 2.261 2.258 2.258 2.257 

FB7 (m AOD) 2.166 2.161 2.160 2.159 

FB9 (m AOD) 1.838 1.837 1.838 1.838 

 

4.5 Model Predictions - Change in Sea Level at the Shingle Bank 

Section 3.4 presents the development of a model to predict groundwater level in, and adjacent 

to, the shingle bank. Using this, the likelihood of the water table reaching ground surface at the 

toe of the shingle bank – to cause groundwater flooding at this point – can be estimated.  

Groundwater level within the tidal deposits is going to change by only a few millimetres due to 

increased infiltration (Section 4.4) so to avoid complicating matters this is not considered here. 

The change is insignificant compared to between 0.12 m and 2 m of sea level change.  

Cross-sections for 50% predicted values of sea level rise, and the High++ scenario, in 2075, 

during a typical spring tide (i.e. with a range of 4.00 m), are shown in Figure 4.8 for the sections 

through FB4 and FB7. The time of the model is chosen at an hour after high tide (for FB4) and 

a few hours after high tide (for FB7), when groundwater is expected to be shallowest beneath the 

toe of the shingle bank.  

Elevations, and depths from these sections, of the highest tide-driven water tables at the seaward 

foot of the shingle bank are presented in Table 4.6. 

Table 4.6 Simulated 2075 groundwater levels below the toe of the shingle bank 

 Baseline Low Medium High High ++ 

Elevation section FB4 (m AOD) 1.30 1.43 1.46 1.49 2.30 

Depth on section FB4 (m) 1.65 1.52 1.49 1.46 0.65 
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Elevation section FB7 (m AOD) 1.10 1.25 1.28 1.32 2.27 

Depth on section FB7(m) 1.53 1.38 1.35 1.31 0.36 

 

At the locations of these two cross-sections the groundwater is not expected to come to ground 

surface, but there are locations along the inland toe of the shingle bank which are at a lower 

elevation than the sections. None of the ground behind the shingle bank is lower than 

2.0 m AOD so these elevations cannot be plotted on a map of the village.  

Figure 4.9 shows the elevation of the ground, within a distance of 75 m of the top of the shingle 

ridge, that might be prone to consistent flooding in the High++ scenario. A groundwater level 

of 2.4 m AOD is chosen to allow for a margin of error in the values in Table 4.6 that indicate 

groundwater at 2.3 m AOD.  

There are no areas at these elevations north of Beach Road. The low-lying areas are the rear 

gardens along Penrhyn Drive South. This broad area tallies with the reported observation of sea 

water seepage through the shingle bank on Penrhyn Drive South, after the storm surge of 

January 2013. During this event, peak high tide was 3.92 m AOD, which is about 2 m above the 

high tide level modelled.  

The geological arrangement of granular and clayey material at the transition between the shingle 

bank and the tidal flat deposits is unknown. There is likely to be considerable heterogeneity in 

local hydraulic properties, so there are likely to be preferential flow pathways that are exploited 

by the high tides.  

In the interests of predicting likely climate change scenarios, the tidal range used in the modelling 

is only 4 m, which is typical for a spring high tide. It is by no means the most extreme, and a 

surge-driven high tide might be up to 1 m higher than simulated in the model. Therefore, as sea 

level rises it is expected that there will be more frequent occurrences of sea water ingress along 

Penrhyn Drive South. 

Figure 4.10 reproduces the plot of high tide elevations in Figure 2.9, except that the data is 

moved up by the sea level rise in 2075, for the four sea level rise scenarios. Assuming that the 

tidal amplitude does not change, the frequency of occurrence of high tides that exceed 3.92 m 

AOD is presented in Table 4.7. 

Table 4.7 Frequency of occurrence of high tides that exceed peak level on 3 January 2014 

 Baseline Low Medium High High ++ 

Frequency (% of high tides) 0.0020 0.0061 0.0091 0.015 7.4 

Average return period (years) 500 164 110 67 0.13 

 

4.6 Model Predictions - Average Groundwater Levels Inland of the Shingle Bank 

Section 3.6 presents a model which can be used to interpolate groundwater levels between the 

shingle bank and the streams. This takes into account recharge to groundwater, sea level, and the 

level of the streams. Updated model parameters for the four climate change scenarios are shown 

in Table 4.11. In the table, h1 is sea level plus the rise from Table 4.1, h2 is from Table 4.4, and 

the recharge is unchanged based on the observations of insignificant change in mean 

groundwater levels in Table 4.5. 
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Table 4.8 Parameterisation of sections for 2075 groundwater level predictions 

Emissions scenario Baseline Low Medium High High++ 

Parameter FB2 FB7 FB2 FB7 FB2 FB7 FB2 FB7 FB2 FB7 

h1 (sea) 0.260 0.379 0.390 0.407 2.260 

h2 (Afon Henddol) 0.48 1.03 0.47 1.02 0.48 1.03 0.50 1.05 0.50 1.05 

Q (mm/year) 315 225 --- unchanged from baseline --- 

 

Figure 4.11 shows the results of the model for the two sections that pass through FB2 and FB7. 

Table 4.9 shows the mean increase in groundwater level at each borehole location, based on 

these model results. Groundwater elevations are not mapped as the data coverage is not 

sufficient across the village to create a reliable groundwater level surface.  

Table 4.9 Rise in mean groundwater level at boreholes in 2075 due to sea level rise 

 Baseline Low Medium High High ++ 

Change in groundwater level FB2 (m) 0 0.013 0.015 0.020 0.754 

Change in groundwater level FB7 (m) 0 0.011 0.013 0.019 0.701 

 

4.7 Model Predictions – Groundwater Flooding 

All of the foregoing processes impact upon groundwater level beneath the village, and the results 

from each sub-section are used to estimate the change in groundwater flood risk. In this sub-

section the calibrated infiltration models for FB2 and FB7 are used to predict levels with the 

mean level shifted upwards to the values shown in Table 4.10. Values of groundwater level rise 

for FB2 and FB7 are from Table 4.9, while for the other boreholes (FB5, FB6 and FB9), it is 

assumed that the mean groundwater level rises by the average of the numbers in Table 4.9. 

Table 4.10 Mean groundwater levels at key boreholes, 2075 

 Baseline Low Medium High High ++ 

FB2 (m AOD) 1.722 1.735 1.737 1.742 2.476 

FB5 (m AOD) 1.414 1.426 1.428 1.434 2.142* 

FB6 (m AOD) 2.062 2.074 2.076 2.082 2.790* 

FB7 (m AOD) 2.166 2.177 2.179 2.185 2.867* 

FB9 (m AOD) 1.838 1.850 1.852 1.858 2.566* 

* these values are higher than ground level at the borehole site so are not modelled 

Modelled distributions of groundwater level at each of the boreholes are shown in Figure 4.12. 

These change little, and the dominant change is due to sea level changes, not the changes in 

infiltration.  

To look in more detail at the results, the sample predicted hydrographs for FB2 are shown in 

Figure 4.13. FB2 has been chosen as this is the only location where the groundwater stays below 

surface under the High++ scenario, so that the shape of that response can be discussed.  
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At FB2 the difference of the results in the low, medium and high emissions scenarios from the 

baseline scenario are small and cannot be resolved at the scale of the hydrograph. These results 

are converted to key groundwater flooding metrics (amount of rejected water, time that ground 

surface is saturated, and the maximum period of saturation at ground surface) in Figure 4.14 and 

this shows more detail.  

For perspective, it is worth comparing the absolute results (charts on the left of Figure 4.14) with 

the baseline values for 2015/16: the village coped with the degree of wetness in that year so it 

seems likely that it would be able to cope again (for all but the High++ scenario) if the rainfall 

stays within the range experienced. 

Results for low, medium and high emissions scenarios for each of the four boreholes where 

groundwater reaches the surface [FB2, FB5, FB6, and FB7] look similar so there is not point 

repeating the analysis four times. Results for FB9 are more different because in the baseline rune 

there is infrequent saturation at ground surface, and in the scenarios, it does start to occur more 

frequently. 

To further summarise, the results for the five modelled time series (FB2, FB5, FB6, FB7 and 

FB9) are collated and summary statistics are presented in Table 4.11.  

Table 4.11 Summary statistics for risk of groundwater flooding 

 Baseline Low Medium High High++ 
(FB2 only) 

Rejected water (mm/a) 369 412 435 452 794 

Rejected water (change 
from baseline) 

- 12% 18% 22% 115% 

Rejected water (as a 
proportion of total 
rainfall) 

25% 27% 29% 30% 53% 

Average days per year 
saturation at ground 
surface 

49.5 53.4 54.6 55.5 142.3 

Average proportion of 
a year with saturation 
at ground surface 

13.6% 14.6% 15.0% 15.2% 39.0% 

Total duration of 
saturation at ground 
surface (change from 
baseline) 

- 7.8% 10.3% 12.1% 187% 

Average continuous 
duration of saturation 
at ground surface 

6.5 7.4 7.7 7.8 17.8 

Maximum duration of 
saturation at ground 
surface 

16 15 16 16 56 
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One recognised impact of groundwater coming to surface is that rainfall can not infiltrate the 

ground, and therefore runoff can be exacerbated. The statistics for change in rejected water, for 

the low, medium and high emissions scenarios at least, in Table 4.11 seem like there may be a 

limited change. But these values are averaged over the year and runoff occurs only during 

periods of rainfall.  

Figure 4.15 shows how runoff from grass-covered land in the village changes (based on 

modelled conditions at FB2), as a percentage of the baseline runoff. Figure 4.16 shows the 

frequency of occurrence of enhanced runoff under each emissions scenario. This is of key 

importance, as this shows that under the low, medium and high emissions scenarios there may 

be 50% to 100% more runoff from the grass-covered land in the village. Runoff from roofs and 

roads may also be enhanced because of enhanced rainfall in future storms (which is not 

computed here). Hence the risk of surface water flooding appears likely to be enhanced. 
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Figure 4.1 Perturbed monthly weather in prediction scenarios (50% perturbation factors) 
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Figure 4.2 Perturbed annual rainfall in prediction scenarios (50% perturbation factors) 
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Figure 4.3 Simulated tidal gate opening over early January 2014 (spring tides) 
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Figure 4.4 Simulated tidal gate opening over late December 2013 (neap tides) 
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Figure 4.5 Simulated stream levels (50% climate and sea level rise scenarios) (1) 

 

Figure 4.6 Simulated stream levels (50% climate and sea level rise scenarios) (2) 
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Figure 4.7 Simulated duration of tidal gate opening, 2075 
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Figure 4.8 Cross-sections of 2075 spring tide groundwater levels in the shingle bank 
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Figure 4.9 Areas below predicted groundwater level, near the shingle bank, in the 
High++ scenario 
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Figure 4.10 Frequency distributions of high tide elevation in 2075 
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Figure 4.11 Predicted groundwater levels in 2075 for four emissions / sea level scenarios 
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Figure 4.12 Distributions of groundwater levels, 2075 
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Figure 4.13 Illustrative time series for groundwater levels in 2075 
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Figure 4.14 Groundwater flooding metrics in predictive scenarios – FB2 only 
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Figure 4.15 Change in runoff during periods of rainfall, for 2075 conditions 
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Figure 4.16 Occurrence of enhanced runoff, 2075 
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations 

Using datasets collected from boreholes and stilling wells since 2015 a conceptual understanding 

has been developed of the hydrogeology of Fairbourne (Section 2). Predictive models have been 

developed that permit aspects of the hydrogeological system to be quantified (Section 3). 

Section 4 presents the results of model simulations that aim to predict the impact of climate 

change (via sea-level rise, change in rainfall, and change in temperatures) on the hydrology of 

Fairbourne. Model results show that the main driver of the change in hydrology and 

groundwater flood risk in Fairbourne is the anticipated change in sea level. Before reviewing 

flood risk in detail, it is worth exploring the nature of the climate change data that has been used 

to make the sea level predictions.  

Projections of sea level change from the low, medium and high emissions scenarios relate to the 

better quantified impacts of climate change (thermal expansion of the oceans etc.). Guidance at 

the time of issue of UKCP09 was to treat these three scenarios as equally likely. However more 

recent modelling indicates that the UKCP09 projections are probably low (Church and Clark, 

2013). Therefore, the results in this report for the high emissions scenario may be the most 

realistic, though the results for these three scenarios are all fairly clustered. The high++ scenario 

remains at a lower probability but is considered no less valid for planning (Met Office, 2016). A 

new set of projections (UKCP18) is due out in the last half of 2018. 

Four key flooding mechanisms are highlighted as risks for the future. 

5.1 Movement of Sea Water Through the Shingle Bank 

Sea water was observed leaking through the shingle bank following the tidal surge of 3 January 

2014. An increase in mean sea level is clearly going to make this occur more frequently. For the 

location where the observation was made, it seems likely – using the high emissions scenario 

model – that the annual probability of occurrence will increase by about 10 times by 2075 to 

0.015 (Table 4.7). Under the high++ scenario this might occur at every spring high tide. 

The localised nature of observed seawater ingress on Penrhyn Drive South indicates that water 

movement was via preferential flow paths in the shingle bank. As the sea level rises more of 

these flow paths will be exploited and sea water should be expected to emerge at more points. 

Development of a seepage face, with permanent seepage of seawater, on the eastern face of the 

shingle bank would be the consequence of an extreme rise in sea level but this is not anticipated 

to be likely, even under the high++ scenario.   

Pro-active management of this risk would best entail construction of a shallow French drain 

along the inland side of the shingle bank. The drain would be able to passively discharge to the 

local surface water drain network as the aim is to avoid ingress of sea water at elevations of, 

perhaps, 2.4 m AOD. (The aim is not to control the mean water level at these locations, just the 

peaks.)  

Pro-active management might be excessive, as the problem is likely to be localised and 

infrequent. Therefore consideration of reactive mitigation (by construction of local French 

Drains following sea water ingress) might be considered. 

An impact assessment on the effect of salinity on the wildlife should be undertaken but as 

discharge is likely to occur at the same time as heavy rainfall, there should be dilution of the 

saline water.  

5.2 Increased Risk of Surface Water Flooding 
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Other studies deal with potentially increased risk of surface water flooding as a consequence of 

increased rainfall intensity. However, these assessments will assume a certain amount of 

impermeable ground in the village. Rising groundwater levels will lead to increased incidence of 

the conditions, experienced in Winter 2015/6, when groundwater level was at the ground 

surface. During these times rain would not be able to infiltrate the ground and so there would be 

more runoff.  

Section 4.7 shows how the frequency of saturation to the ground surface, under vegetated areas, 

is expected to change under future conditions. Using the winter of 2015/16 as a benchmark of 

what the village drainage can cope with, the effects of additional rainfall under low, medium and 

high emissions scenarios appear likely to be small.  

Much of Fairbourne village is already impermeable – under roofs, roads and pavements – so the 

impact mentioned here is only for vegetated areas. This will include the upstream catchment of 

the Afon Heddol, but that is related to river flooding, and the overspill channel has been 

designed with climate change in mind. 

Pro-active mitigation on a village-wide scale is not indicated by the apparent change in risk. Some 

local, low-lying areas might experience increased wetness and if these are part of properties local 

mitigation might be needed. Again, French drains with discharge to the local stream network, 

should be adequate protection. 

5.3 Groundwater Rising into Low Lying Land 

Mean groundwater levels under the unlikely high++ scenario are expected to be permanently 

above ground level in low-lying areas of the village (Table 4.10). The spatial extent is unknown 

but it is likely to need village-wide mitigation.  

A solution could take the form of a French drain along the landward side of the shingle bank. 

The drain will need to be actively pumped with the aim of keeping the mean groundwater level 

near current levels (or at least at the levels predicted under the other emissions scenarios).  

5.4 Tidal Gate Control of Stream Discharge 

The tidal gate opens, to let out the waters of the Afon Henddol, when the tidal level is below the 

water level in the stream. This typically takes about three hours. Under conditions of sea level 

rise in the low, medium and high scenarios the gate will be open for shorter periods, but these 

are expected to be very infrequently be less than 3 hours (Section 4.3).  

However, under the High++ sea level scenario the tidal gate opens less frequently, when the 

stream level behind the gate gets rather high (Table 4.4). If this scenario transpires the most 

appropriate mitigation will likely be active pumping of the stream flows. 

5.5 Uncertainties 

The models used in this study have been calibrated using the data obtained from the Fairbourne 

groundwater and surface water automatic monitoring network. Therefore, there is confidence 

that the models simulate current conditions fairly well.  

Since Winter 2015/16 was extremely wet, the models have been tested by extreme rainfall 

conditions – which can be expected to remain quite infrequent under climate change. 

Groundwater levels were not being measured while the tidal surge of 3 January 2013 was 

experienced. But there was groundwater level monitoring during the surge of 26 January 2016 

(peak tide level was 3.20 m AOD compared with 3.92 m AOD on 3 January 2013). This had no 
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discernible impact on groundwater levels (Figure 2.24) so it seems unlikely that the uncertainty is 

critical.  

A major uncertainty is related to the spatial density of boreholes. Given the complexity of the 

geology, the location of the shingle bank, and complexity of the stream network etc. there is not 

sufficient coverage to allow interpolation between the boreholes to provide a continuous water 

table surface. In particular, knowledge of the interface between the sea and groundwater – i.e. 

the shingle bank – is poor. This should be investigated further. 

On the other hand, propagation of high frequency tidal signals through the subsurface at a high 

spatial resolution would require significant computational resource, that is disproportionate with 

the apparent risk. Likewise coupling the models would be very complicated and computationally 

intensive, and may not lead to significant gains. 

Things will change slowly and there will be sufficient early warning from in the monitoring 

network if there is divergence in actual conditions from the predictions. There may, however, be 

localised deviation from the predictions that cannot be picked up in the monitoring network. 

But the key findings of the study are considered to be robust in the face of these uncertainties, 

namely: 

- That the impacts of climate change on Fairbourne’s groundwater are controlled by 

changing sea level, 

- Except for in the unlikely high++ scenario, the anticipated change in mean groundwater 

level due to sea level rise is not expected to lead to permanent saturation at any new 

locations. 

- Except for in the unlikely high++ scenario, the tidal gate is expected to be able to 

discharge flows from the Afon Henddol catchment much as it does at present. 

- Except for in the unlikely high++ scenario, the risk of surface water flooding is not 

expected to be significantly higher than it is at present. 

5.6 Recommendations 

A better understanding of the hydrogeology of the shingle bank is required. The models of 

Section 4.5 do predict the variation of levels at FB2 and FB7 fairly well. But as the shingle bank 

is the interface between sea level and groundwater beneath Fairbourne, this interface should be 

better understood. Recommendations have already been made to install and monitor four new 

boreholes at the landward edge of the shingle bank.  

Continuing monitoring of groundwater levels will be essential to provide an early warning of 

change in the groundwater system. Given the low level of risk identified from groundwater 

flooding, the spatial coverage could be decreased to only those boreholes that are closest to the 

shingle bank (plus fewer than all five of the stilling wells).  

Once a better understanding of water movement within and adjacent to the shingle bank has 

been gained, recommendations should be made for stepping down monitoring. Threshold levels 

of some metric (mean sea level, mean groundwater level, frequency of ground saturation…) 

might be set that can be used to give early warning of significant change and/or deviation from 

model predictions so that mitigation might begin to be considered. 

Predictions may be reviewed in late 2018 in response to the release of UKCP18. 
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